2013/10/04 – Sheridan Lake. “I Saw It!” A resident at Sheridan
Lake reported that he saw a sasquatch near his home on October 4,
2013. He had been experiencing unusual occurrences for some
time—dogs acting strangely, deer staying out of the forest, a large
splash while fishing, strange sounds, (including something like
“chattering”) and deer bones all in one spot. The resident informed
Thomas Steenburg of these events and then on October 4 he wrote:
I SAW IT! I was out about an hour ago taking pics of the
area and I happened to look up at our driveway and I saw
a figure in dark brown fur standing upright running from my
right to left! It was about a hundred feet ahead of me. I saw
if from the waist up as our driveway has an incline. I couldn’t tell how tall it was, but it was slender. I saw the face and
it was whitish looking with fur around it; it looked similar to
a monkey. It was walking fast and it covered the distance in
front of me quite quickly. I can’t believe it! I even had my
camera, but I froze—I couldn’t believe what I was watching.

In answer to questions asked by Thomas Steenburg, the resident provided the following:
The impression I had was female that’s why at first I thought
it was the lady who lives in the suite besides us out for a run
with a hoodie on; but it was much too long (body, arms). The
face seemed a mixture between ape and human, but it
seemed more human than ape. I figured about 7 feet tall,
just an estimate though. I couldn’t believe it when it happened—right there about a hundred feet away.

The resident went on to state:
I was at the end of my driveway by the woodpile (outside).
The driveway starts at the end high then dips, then goes
down to the house. I saw the BF for a max of two seconds.
It was so quick I didn’t even have the chance to think; just
watch. Our house faces south so the back faces north. I
saw it coming from the east going west. Me and my boys
went into the area today to look around and take pictures of
broken or pushed-down trees; this was new because we
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drive by the area almost daily. As to its appearance, from
my location and distance away, my impressions are this. I
thought female right off, even though I saw no evidence of
this. As I told you, I thought it was the lady next to us with a
hoodie on. It just had a softer face; not aggressive like one
would imagine in a male; perhaps it was younger. It was
long—long torso, long arms (the sketch should have shown
longer arms); almost black fur. Its face was a kind of greyish pink (?). Being color blind, take this with a grain of salt.
Its gate and speed was amazing as it covered the driveway
and into the forest within a couple of seconds. As I watched
it looked at me and then disappeared into the forest.
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What the resident
believes was a footprint
made by the subject.

Drawings provided by
the resident.

Source: Thomas Steenburg Sasquatch Incidents file, No. 10187.
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